Trampoline Insurance Webinar FAQ’s
What is a blended program?
This is where a club may opt to use more than one recognized program combined for one class. For example:
CanGym would be utilized for the Artistic apparatus and CanJump would be utilized for any Trampoline apparatus.
The registered athletes would then receive both report cards during a session and the programs must be adhered to.
Do "blended" programs still need to be registered as a Developmental athlete?
Yes, any athlete in CanJump or FAST must be registered as Developmental as these are Developmental programs.
Can a club do a specific testing program that is not CanJump? It does follow similar lines but is not specific
CanJump?
At this time, no. The Board of Directors is working with the Technical Committee members to examine options in this
area.
If you are running DEV, WAG and MAG as well as GFA, which one do you use?
The club would be registered as a GFA + 2 Competitive disciplines.
If we register some with CanJump, do we need to pay the T & T discipline fee?
No, if the club is running GFA programs as well as CanJump they would be registered as a Developmental club.
Will Toole Peet still insure clubs for GFA at a Higher Rate?
If clubs are seeking additional coverage they would need to contact Toole Peet directly for their own coverage. Each
club would then apply for coverage and be assessed on a case by case basis.
What about schools with their own insurance but using our coaches?
Most often the answer is no, as very few schools possess insurance coverage for trampoline activities. Should a club
wish to inquire about this they would need to contact the AGF office for assistance to review each individual policy.
Do we need a level 2 Trampoline Certified coach as soon as there is any flipping? Then what is Gymnastics
Foundations Trampoline training useful for?
Gymnastics Foundations Trampoline is a beginning certification and helps develop the foundation for coaching
trampoline skills. It is an important part of coach development. The Level 2 Trampoline certification is much more in
depth and therefore provides for adequate supervision, coaching and training of both the athlete and the developing
coach. Inverted skills can only be coached by a Certified Level 2 Trampoline Coach.
Can we have a supervisor certified and other coaches trained level 1 and 2 coaching?
Yes, provided all coaches are coaching within the scope of their current certification according to the NCCP Minimum
Requirements for Trampoline. For additional information on this please contact Gina Peake
(education@abgym.ab.ca).
When are more courses going to be available for trampolines?
Courses are limited by availability of gyms with adequate equipment that is free for courses as well as facilitators to
lead them. Courses are run as often as both gym space and a facilitator can be secured.

